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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING PHASE OF ANTENNA ARRAY

(57) The present invention discloses a phase adjust-
ment method and apparatus for an antenna array, and
relates to the field of communications technologies, so
as to resolve the following problem existing in the prior
art: When a phase adjustment is performed, estimation
or measurement is performed only by activating antenna
array elements one by one, other antenna array elements
cannot work, and an antenna array has relatively low
working efficiency. The method includes: dividing the an-
tenna array into a first antenna subarray and a second
antenna subarray according to a first division rule in a

preset division rule set; obtaining a phase difference be-
tween a first aggregated signal corresponding to the first
antenna subarray and a second aggregated signal cor-
responding to the second antenna subarray; determining
a to-be-adjusted phase value of each antenna array el-
ement in the antenna array according to the phase dif-
ference and a first weighting rule; and sending, to a phase
shifter corresponding to each antenna array element, the
to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding to the anten-
na array element. The present invention is applied to a
phase alignment process.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munications technologies, and in particular, to a phase
adjustment method and apparatus for an antenna array.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a microwave system that includes an antenna
array, each antenna array element in the antenna array
is corresponding to one phase shifter whose phase shift
angle can be adjusted. A phase of a transmitted or re-
ceived signal on each antenna array element may be
independently changed by adjusting the phase shifter.
In actual application, a phase of an antenna array ele-
ment in an antenna array is changed by adjusting a phase
shifter, so that transmitted or received signals are coher-
ently combined in an expected beam direction, so as to
maximize a transmit gain or a receive gain of the antenna
array in the expected beam direction.
[0003] For example, as shown in FIG. 1, in an antenna
array that includes four antenna array elements, each
antenna array element is corresponding to one signal
channel, and current phases of phase shifters corre-
sponding to all the antenna array elements are respec-
tively ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, and ψ4. When an expected beam di-
rection is at θ, spatial channel phases that are obtained
through estimation and that are corresponding to all the
antenna array elements are ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4. In this
case, after signals transmitted by the four antenna array
elements are propagated through spatial channels,
phases that are obtained through estimation and that are
of the signals that arrive at a receive end are P1=ψ1+ϕ1,
P2=ψ2+ϕ2, P3=ψ3+ϕ3, and P4=ψ4+ϕ4. To maximize a
transmit gain of the antenna array in the expected beam
direction by ensuring phase alignment for the antenna
array elements in the antenna array at the receive end,
the phases of the phase shifters need to be adjusted, so
that P1=P2=P3=P4.
[0004] Currently, a commonly used phase adjustment
method in the prior art is as follows: A spatial channel
phase corresponding to each antenna array element is
estimated according to an expected beam direction, the
spatial channel phase obtained through estimation and
a current phase value of a phase shifter corresponding
to the antenna array element are added to obtain a final
phase of a transmitted signal or a received signal corre-
sponding to the antenna array element, and the phase
value of the phase shifter corresponding to the antenna
array element is adjusted, so that a final phase value
corresponding to the antenna array element reaches a
target phase value, so as to implement phase alignment.
[0005] However, in the phase adjustment method in
the prior art, phase adjustments need to be performed
on all antenna array elements one by one, and when a
phase adjustment is performed on a single antenna array

element, only the antenna array element is in an active
state, and other antenna array elements cannot work.
Consequently, a loss to an array gain of an antenna array
is caused, and accordingly the antenna array has rela-
tively low working efficiency.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present invention provides a phase adjust-
ment method and apparatus for an antenna array, so as
to resolve the following problem existing in the prior art:
An antenna array has relatively low working efficiency
when a phase adjustment is performed.
[0007] To achieve the foregoing objective, the follow-
ing technical solutions are used in the present invention:
According to a first aspect, an embodiment of the present
invention provides a phase adjustment method for an
antenna array, including: dividing the antenna array into
a first antenna subarray and a second antenna subarray
according to a first division rule in a preset division rule
set, where the preset division rule set includes at least
M-1 division rules, a value of M is a quantity of antenna
array elements in the antenna array, and an antenna ar-
ray element in the antenna array belongs to the first an-
tenna subarray or the second antenna subarray; obtain-
ing a phase difference between a first aggregated signal
corresponding to the first antenna subarray and a second
aggregated signal corresponding to the second antenna
subarray; determining a to-be-adjusted phase value of
each antenna array element in the antenna array accord-
ing to the phase difference and a first weighting rule,
where the first weighting rule is a weighting rule that is
corresponding to the first division rule and that is in a
preset weighting rule set; and sending, to a phase shifter
corresponding to each antenna array element, the to-be-
adjusted phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element, where the first aggregated signal is a signal
obtained by superposing signals that are transmitted by
antenna array elements in the first antenna subarray and
that are propagated through spatial channels, and the
second aggregated signal is a signal obtained by super-
posing signals that are transmitted by antenna array el-
ements in the second antenna subarray and that are
propagated through spatial channels; or the first aggre-
gated signal is a signal obtained by superposing signals
received by antenna array elements in the first antenna
subarray, and the second aggregated signal is a signal
obtained by superposing signals received by antenna ar-
ray elements in the second antenna subarray.
[0008] After the foregoing technical solutions are used,
an entire antenna array is divided into two antenna sub-
arrays according to a specific division rule, a phase dif-
ference between aggregated signals corresponding to
the two antenna subarrays is obtained, and then a to-be-
adjusted phase value for a phase shifter corresponding
to each antenna array element is determined according
to the obtained phase difference and a weighting rule
corresponding to the division rule, and is sent to the
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phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array ele-
ment to implement a phase adjustment. In comparison
with the prior art, according to the phase adjustment
method provided in this embodiment of the present in-
vention, in a whole phase adjustment process, all anten-
na array elements in the antenna array can be in an active
state, and the antenna array can normally work, so that
working efficiency of the antenna array can be improved.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a first im-
plementation of the first aspect, after the sending, to a
phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array ele-
ment, the to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding to
the antenna array element, the method further includes:
separately obtaining signal power corresponding to the
antenna array before a phase adjustment and signal
power corresponding to the antenna array after the phase
adjustment; determining a signal power difference ac-
cording to the signal power corresponding to the antenna
array after the phase adjustment and the signal power
corresponding to the antenna array before the phase ad-
justment; and if the signal power difference is greater
than a preset threshold, performing the step of dividing
the antenna array into a first antenna subarray and a
second antenna subarray according to a first division rule
in a preset division rule set and subsequent steps, so as
to perform a next phase adjustment on the antenna array
element in the antenna array. In this implementation, af-
ter one phase adjustment, a signal power increased val-
ue corresponding to the antenna array is obtained. If the
increased value is less than the preset threshold, it may
be considered that an effect brought by performing a
phase adjustment again is relatively small, and there is
no need to perform an adjustment again. Otherwise, it
may be considered that the next phase adjustment may
be performed to further increase the signal power corre-
sponding to the antenna array, to implement phase align-
ment.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a second
implementation of the first aspect, after the sending, to
a phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array el-
ement, the to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding to
the antenna array element, the method further includes:
counting a quantity of adjustments to obtain a counting
result; and if the counting result does not reach a preset
threshold, performing the step of dividing the antenna
array into a first antenna subarray and a second antenna
subarray according to a first division rule in a preset di-
vision rule set and subsequent steps, so as to perform a
next phase adjustment on the antenna array element in
the antenna array. In this implementation, a threshold
that is of the quantity of adjustments and that is used to
determine whether phase alignment is implemented may
be predetermined, and whether the next phase adjust-
ment needs to be performed is determined by determin-
ing whether the quantity of adjustments reaches the pre-
set threshold of the quantity of adjustments.
[0011] With reference to any one of the first aspect, or
the first or the second implementation of the first aspect,

in a third implementation of the first aspect, before the
dividing the antenna array into a first antenna subarray
and a second antenna subarray according to a first divi-
sion rule in a preset division rule set, the method further
includes: constructing a division matrix Aij, where the di-
vision matrix includes at least M-1 rows and M columns,
a value of an element in each row of the division matrix
is a first value or a second value, and there is a preset
correspondence between each antenna array element
and the element in each row of the division matrix; and
determining a division rule according to the value of the
element in each row of the division matrix, where each
row is corresponding to one division rule, and the division
rule is that an antenna array element corresponding to
an element whose value is the first value is grouped into
the first antenna subarray, and that an antenna array
element corresponding to an element whose value is the
second value is grouped into the second antenna sub-
array. A possible design rule of the division rule is pro-
vided in this implementation.
[0012] With reference to the third implementation of
the first aspect, in a fourth implementation of the first
aspect, the division matrix Aij is a full rank matrix that
includes M-1 rows and M columns and whose element
value is merely 0 or 1, the preset correspondence is that
a preset number m of each antenna array element is
corresponding to a column number j of the division matrix
Aij, and the division rule is that an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a column
number j of an element whose value is 0 in each row is
grouped into the first antenna subarray, and that an an-
tenna array element indicated by a number m corre-
sponding to a column number j of an element whose val-
ue is 1 in each row is grouped into the second antenna
subarray. In this implementation, a possible implemen-
tation of the division rule is provided in the foregoing pos-
sible design rule.
[0013] With reference to the third implementation of
the first aspect, in a fifth implementation of the first aspect,
before the dividing the antenna array into a first antenna
subarray and a second antenna subarray according to a
first division rule in a preset division rule set, the method
further includes: determining a weighted difference ma-
trix B according to the division matrix Aij and a comple-
mentary matrix Aij∼ of the division matrix Aij; and deter-
mining a weighted matrix Gji according to the weighted
difference matrix B. In this implementation, a possible
design rule of a weighting rule corresponding to the divi-
sion rule is provided.
[0014] With reference to the fifth implementation of the
first aspect, in a sixth implementation of the first aspect,
the determining a weighted difference matrix B according
to the division matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼

of the division matrix Aij specifically includes: determining
the weighted difference matrix B according to the division
matrix A, the complementary matrix A∼ of the division
matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-T*A∼, where S is an en-
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ergy normalization weighted value of the division matrix
A, T is an energy normalization weighted value of the
complementary matrix A∼, and the weighted difference
matrix B is a matrix with M-1 rows and M columns; and
the determining a weighted matrix Gji according to the

weighted difference matrix B specifically includes: delet-
ing a first column of the weighted difference matrix B to
obtain a residual weighted difference matrix BR; deter-

mining the weighted matrix Gji according to an inverse

matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted difference matrix BR,

a preset vector V, and a formula 

where the preset vector V is a transversal vector that
includes M-1 elements and that is orthogonal to each
column vector of the residual weighted difference matrix
BR, and the weighted matrix Gji is a matrix that includes

M rows and M-1 columns; and determining a weighting
rule according to a value of an element in each column
of the weighted matrix Gji and a number of the antenna

array element, where the weighting rule is that a product
of the phase difference ΔPA and a value of each element

in each column of the matrix Gji is used as a to-be-ad-

justed phase value of an antenna array element indicated
by a number m corresponding to a row number j of the
element, where a division rule corresponding to a jth row
of the division matrix is corresponding to a weighting rule
corresponding to a jth column of the weighted matrix G,
and a value of j is a positive integer from 1 to M-1. A
specific implementation of the weighting rule is provided
in this implementation.
[0015] With reference to any one of the first aspect, or
the first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth, or the
sixth implementation of the first aspect, in a seventh im-
plementation of the first aspect, the obtaining signal pow-
er corresponding to the antenna array after the phase
adjustment specifically includes: activating all antenna
array elements in the antenna array; transmitting signals
by using the antenna array; and obtaining signal power
of an aggregated signal obtained by superposing the sig-
nals that are transmitted by the antenna array and that
are propagated through spatial channels; or obtaining
signal power of an aggregated signal obtained by super-
posing signals received by all the antenna array elements
in the antenna array.
[0016] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of the present invention provides a phase adjustment ap-
paratus for an antenna array, including: a processing unit,
configured to: divide the antenna array into a first antenna
subarray and a second antenna subarray according to a
first division rule in a preset division rule set, where the
preset division rule set includes at least M-1 division
rules, a value of M is a quantity of antenna array elements
in the antenna array, and an antenna array element in
the antenna array belongs to the first antenna subarray

or the second antenna subarray; obtain a phase differ-
ence between a first aggregated signal corresponding to
the first antenna subarray and a second aggregated sig-
nal corresponding to the second antenna subarray; and
determine a to-be-adjusted phase value of each antenna
array element in the antenna array according to the phase
difference and a first weighting rule, where the first
weighting rule is a weighting rule that is corresponding
to the first division rule and that is in a preset weighting
rule set; and a sending unit, configured to send, to a
phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array ele-
ment, the to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding to
the antenna array element, where the first aggregated
signal is a signal obtained by superposing signals that
are transmitted by antenna array elements in the first
antenna subarray and that are propagated through spa-
tial channels, and the second aggregated signal is a sig-
nal obtained by superposing signals that are transmitted
by antenna array elements in the second antenna sub-
array and that are propagated through spatial channels;
or the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained by su-
perposing signals received by antenna array elements
in the first antenna subarray, and the second aggregated
signal is a signal obtained by superposing signals re-
ceived by antenna array elements in the second antenna
subarray.
[0017] With reference to the second aspect, in a first
implementation of the second aspect, the processing unit
is further configured to: separately obtain signal power
corresponding to the antenna array before a phase ad-
justment and signal power corresponding to the antenna
array after the phase adjustment; determine a signal
power difference according to the signal power corre-
sponding to the antenna array after the phase adjustment
and the signal power corresponding to the antenna array
before the phase adjustment; and when the signal power
difference is greater than a preset threshold, perform the
step of dividing the antenna array into a first antenna
subarray and a second antenna subarray according to a
first division rule in a preset division rule set and subse-
quent steps, so as to perform a next phase adjustment
on the antenna array element in the antenna array.
[0018] With reference to the second aspect, in a sec-
ond implementation of the second aspect, the processing
unit is further configured to: count a quantity of adjust-
ments to obtain a counting result; and if the counting re-
sult does not reach a preset threshold, perform the step
of dividing the antenna array into a first antenna subarray
and a second antenna subarray according to a first divi-
sion rule in a preset division rule set and subsequent
steps, so as to perform a next phase adjustment on the
antenna array element in the antenna array.
[0019] With reference to any one of the second aspect,
or the first or the second implementation of the second
aspect, in a third implementation of the second aspect,
the processing unit is further configured to: construct a
division matrix Aij, where the division matrix includes at
least M-1 rows and M columns, a value of an element in
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each row of the division matrix is a first value or a second
value, and there is a preset correspondence between
each antenna array element and the element in each row
of the division matrix; and determine a division rule ac-
cording to the value of the element in each row of the
division matrix, where each row is corresponding to one
division rule, and the division rule is that an antenna array
element corresponding to an element whose value is the
first value is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and
that an antenna array element corresponding to an ele-
ment whose value is the second value is grouped into
the second antenna subarray.
[0020] With reference to the third implementation of
the second aspect, in a fourth implementation of the sec-
ond aspect, the division matrix Aij constructed by the
processing unit is a full rank matrix that includes M-1 rows
and M columns and whose element value is merely 0 or
1, the preset correspondence is that a preset number m
of each antenna array element is corresponding to a col-
umn number j of the division matrix Aij, and the division
rule is that an antenna array element indicated by a
number m corresponding to a column number j of an
element whose value is 0 in each row is grouped into the
first antenna subarray, and that an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a column
number j of an element whose value is 1 in each row is
grouped into the second antenna subarray.
[0021] With reference to the third implementation of
the second aspect, in a fifth implementation of the second
aspect, the processing unit is further configured to: de-
termine a weighted difference matrix B according to the
division matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼ of the
division matrix Aij; and determine a weighted matrix Gji
according to the weighted difference matrix B.
[0022] With reference to the fifth implementation of the
second aspect, in a sixth implementation of the second
aspect, the processing unit is specifically configured to:
determine the weighted difference matrix B according to
the division matrix A, the complementary matrix A~ of
the division matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-T*A∼, where
S is an energy normalization weighted value of the divi-
sion matrix A, T is an energy normalization weighted val-
ue of the complementary matrix A∼, and the weighted
difference matrix B is a matrix with M-1 rows and M col-
umns; delete a first column of the weighted difference
matrix B to obtain a residual weighted difference matrix
BR; determine the weighted matrix Gji according to an

inverse matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted difference

matrix BR, a preset vector V, and a formula

 where the preset vector V is a trans-

versal vector that includes M-1 elements and that is or-
thogonal to each column vector of the residual weighted
difference matrix BR, and the weighted matrix Gji is a

matrix that includes M rows and M-1 columns; and de-

termine a weighting rule according to a value of an ele-
ment in each column of the weighted matrix Gji and a

number of the antenna array element, where the weight-
ing rule is that a product of the phase difference ΔPA and

a value of each element in each column of the matrix Gji

is used as a to-be-adjusted phase value of an antenna
array element indicated by a number m corresponding
to a row number j of the element, where a division rule
corresponding to a jth row of the division matrix is corre-
sponding to a weighting rule corresponding to a jth column
of the weighted matrix G, and a value of j is a positive
integer from 1 to M-1.
[0023] With reference to any one of the second aspect,
or the first implementation, the second implementation,
the third implementation, the fourth implementation, the
fifth implementation, or the sixth implementation of the
second aspect, in a seventh implementation of the sec-
ond aspect, the processing unit is specifically configured
to: activate all antenna array elements in the antenna
array; transmit signals by using the antenna array; and
obtain signal power of an aggregated signal obtained by
superposing the signals that are transmitted by the an-
tenna array and that are propagated through spatial
channels; or receive signal power of an aggregated sig-
nal obtained by superposing signals received by all the
antenna array elements in the antenna array.
[0024] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
the present invention further provides a phase adjust-
ment apparatus for an antenna array, including: a proc-
essor, configured to: divide the antenna array into a first
antenna subarray and a second antenna subarray ac-
cording to a first division rule in a preset division rule set,
where the preset division rule set includes at least M-1
division rules, a value of M is a quantity of antenna array
elements in the antenna array, and an antenna array el-
ement in the antenna array belongs to the first antenna
subarray or the second antenna subarray; obtain a phase
difference between a first aggregated signal correspond-
ing to the first antenna subarray and a second aggregated
signal corresponding to the second antenna subarray;
determine a to-be-adjusted phase value of each antenna
array element in the antenna array according to the phase
difference and a first weighting rule, where the first
weighting rule is a weighting rule that is corresponding
to the first division rule and that is in a preset weighting
rule set; and send, to a phase shifter corresponding to
each antenna array element, the to-be-adjusted phase
value corresponding to the antenna array element, where
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained by super-
posing signals that are transmitted by antenna array el-
ements in the first antenna subarray and that are prop-
agated through spatial channels, and the second aggre-
gated signal is a signal obtained by superposing signals
that are transmitted by antenna array elements in the
second antenna subarray and that are propagated
through spatial channels; or the first aggregated signal
is a signal obtained by superposing signals received by
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antenna array elements in the first antenna subarray, and
the second aggregated signal is a signal obtained by su-
perposing signals received by antenna array elements
in the second antenna subarray.
[0025] With reference to the third aspect, in a first im-
plementation of the third aspect, the processor is further
configured to: separately obtain signal power corre-
sponding to the antenna array before a phase adjustment
and signal power corresponding to the antenna array af-
ter the phase adjustment; determine a signal power dif-
ference according to the signal power corresponding to
the antenna array after the phase adjustment and the
signal power corresponding to the antenna array before
the phase adjustment; and if the signal power difference
is greater than a preset threshold, perform the step of
dividing the antenna array into a first antenna subarray
and a second antenna subarray according to a first divi-
sion rule in a preset division rule set and subsequent
steps, so as to perform a next phase adjustment on the
antenna array element in the antenna array.
[0026] With reference to the third aspect, in a second
implementation of the third aspect, the processor is fur-
ther configured to: count a quantity of adjustments to ob-
tain a counting result; and if the counting result does not
reach a preset threshold, perform the step of dividing the
antenna array into a first antenna subarray and a second
antenna subarray according to a first division rule in a
preset division rule set and subsequent steps, so as to
perform a next phase adjustment on the antenna array
element in the antenna array.
[0027] With reference to any one of the third aspect,
or the first or the second implementation of the third as-
pect, in a third implementation of the third aspect, the
processor is further configured to: construct a division
matrix Aij, where the division matrix includes at least M-
1 rows and M columns, a value of an element in each
row of the division matrix is a first value or a second value,
and there is a preset correspondence between each an-
tenna array element and the element in each row of the
division matrix; and determine a division rule according
to the value of the element in each row of the division
matrix, where each row is corresponding to one division
rule, and the division rule is that an antenna array element
corresponding to an element whose value is the first val-
ue is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and that an
antenna array element corresponding to an element
whose value is the second value is grouped into the sec-
ond antenna subarray.
[0028] With reference to the third implementation of
the third aspect, in a fourth implementation of the third
aspect, the division matrix Aij constructed by the proces-
sor is a full rank matrix that includes M-1 rows and M
columns and whose element value is merely 0 or 1, the
preset correspondence is that a preset number m of each
antenna array element is corresponding to a column
number j of the division matrix Aij, and the division rule
is that an antenna array element indicated by a number
m corresponding to a column number j of an element

whose value is 0 in each row is grouped into the first
antenna subarray, and that an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a column
number j of an element whose value is 1 in each row is
grouped into the second antenna subarray.
[0029] With reference to the third implementation of
the third aspect, in a fifth implementation of the third as-
pect, the processor is further configured to: determine a
weighted difference matrix B according to the division
matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼ of the division
matrix Aij; and determine a weighted matrix Gji according
to the weighted difference matrix B.
[0030] With reference to the fifth implementation of the
third aspect, in a sixth implementation of the third aspect,
the processor is specifically configured to: determine the
weighted difference matrix B according to the division
matrix A, the complementary matrix A~ of the division
matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-T*A∼, where S is an en-
ergy normalization weighted value of the division matrix
A, T is an energy normalization weighted value of the
complementary matrix A∼, and the weighted difference
matrix B is a matrix with M-1 rows and M columns; and
the determining a weighted matrix Gji according to the

weighted difference matrix B specifically includes: delet-
ing a first column of the weighted difference matrix B to
obtain a residual weighted difference matrix BR; deter-

mining the weighted matrix Gji according to an inverse

matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted difference matrix BR,

a preset vector V, and a formula 

where the preset vector V is a transversal vector that
includes M-1 elements and that is orthogonal to each
column vector of the residual weighted difference matrix
BR, and the weighted matrix Gji is a matrix that includes

M rows and M-1 columns; and determining a weighting
rule according to a value of an element in each column
of the weighted matrix Gji and a number of the antenna

array element, where the weighting rule is that a product
of the phase difference ΔPA and a value of each element

in each column of the matrix Gji is used as a to-be-ad-

justed phase value of an antenna array element indicated
by a number m corresponding to a row number j of the
element, where a division rule corresponding to a jth row
of the division matrix is corresponding to a weighting rule
corresponding to a jth column of the weighted matrix G,
and a value of j is a positive integer from 1 to M-1.
[0031] With reference to any one of the third aspect,
or the first implementation, the second implementation,
the third implementation, the fourth implementation, the
fifth implementation, or the sixth implementation of the
third aspect, in a seventh implementation of the third as-
pect, the processor is specifically configured to: activate
all antenna array elements in the antenna array; transmit
signals by using the antenna array; and obtain signal
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power of an aggregated signal obtained by superposing
the signals that are transmitted by the antenna array and
that are propagated through spatial channels; or receive
signal power of an aggregated signal obtained by super-
posing signals received by all the antenna array elements
in the antenna array.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0032] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following description show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and persons of ordinary skill in
the art may still derive other drawings from these accom-
panying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a phase alignment
principle;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a phase adjustment
system for an antenna array according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a com-
puter device according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart of a phase adjustment
method for an antenna array according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a method for de-
fining a preset rule according to an embodiment of
the present invention; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a phase
adjustment apparatus for an antenna array accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0033] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments with reference
to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments. Ap-
parently, the described embodiments are merely some
but not all of the embodiments of the present invention.
All other embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary
skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present
invention without creative efforts shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, an embodiment of the
present invention provides a phase adjustment system
for an antenna array, including: a signal processing de-
vice 101, an antenna array including a plurality of antenna
array elements 102, and phase shifters 103 respectively
corresponding to all the antenna array elements. The sig-
nal processing device 101 is configured to output an elec-
trical signal to the phase shifter 103, so as to adjust a
phase of the phase shifter, modulate or demodulate a
signal, and the like. The signal processing device 101

usually includes any one of modules such as a DSP, an
FPGA, and an ASIC. The antenna array element 102 is
configured to receive or transmit a signal. The phase
shifter 103 is configured to adjust a signal phase of the
signal received or transmitted by the antenna array ele-
ment. The phase shifter 103 may be an analogue phase
shifter, or may be a digital phase shifter. For a specific
structure of the phase shifter 103, refer to the prior art.
In addition, a power splitter and/or a combiner are/is
shown in FIG. 2. When the antenna array is only config-
ured to transmit a signal, the phase adjustment system
for an antenna array further includes the power splitter.
The power splitter is configured to split one signal into a
plurality of signals. Then, after phases of the plurality of
signals are separately adjusted by the phase shifters cor-
responding to all the antenna array elements, the plurality
of signals are transmitted by the antenna array elements
in the antenna array. When the antenna array is only
configured to receive a signal, the phase adjustment sys-
tem for an antenna array further includes the combiner.
The combiner is configured to superpose signals re-
ceived by all the antenna array elements, to obtain one
aggregated signal. When the antenna array is not only
configured to transmit a signal but also configured to re-
ceive a signal, the phase adjustment system for an an-
tenna array includes not only the power splitter but also
the combiner. The power splitter is in a working state
when the antenna array is configured to transmit a signal.
The combiner is in a working state when the antenna
array is configured to receive a signal.
[0035] As shown in FIG. 3, the signal processing de-
vice 101 may be implemented by using a general-pur-
pose computer device 200 shown in FIG. 3.
[0036] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a computer
device according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion. The computer device 200 includes at least one proc-
essor 201, a communications bus 202, a memory 203,
and at least one communications interface 204.
[0037] The processor 201 may be a general-purpose
central processing unit (CPU), a microprocessor, an ap-
plication-specific integrated circuit (application-specific
integrated circuit, ASIC), or one or more integrated cir-
cuits configured to control execution of a program of the
solutions of the present invention.
[0038] The communications bus 202 may include a
channel used to transfer information between the fore-
going components. The communications interface 204
is configured to use any apparatus such as a transceiver
to communicate with another device or a communica-
tions network, such as Ethernet, a radio access network
(RAN), or a wireless local area network (Wireless Local
Area Networks, WLAN).
[0039] The memory 203 may be a read-only memory
(read-only memory, ROM), another type of static storage
device that can store static information and an instruction,
a random access memory (random access memory,
RAM), or another type of dynamic storage device that
can store information and an instruction, or may be an
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electrically erasable programmable read-only memory
(Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memo-
ry, EEPROM), a compact disc read-only memory (Com-
pact Disc Read-Only Memory, CD-ROM), another optical
disk storage, optical disc storage (including a compact
disc, a laser disc, an optical disc, a digital versatile disc,
a Blu-ray disc, and the like), a disk storage medium, an-
other magnetic storage device, or any other medium that
can be used to carry or store expected program code in
a form of an instruction or a data structure and that can
be accessed by a computer. However, this is not limited
thereto. The memory may exist independently and is con-
nected to the processor by using the bus. Alternatively,
the memory may be integrated with the processor.
[0040] The memory 203 is configured to store applica-
tion program code for executing the solutions of the
present invention, and the application program code is
controlled and executed by the processor 201. The proc-
essor 201 is configured to execute the application pro-
gram code stored in the memory 203.
[0041] In specific implementation, in an embodiment,
the processor 201 may include one or more CPUs, such
as a CPU 0 and a CPU 1 in FIG. 3.
[0042] In specific implementation, in an embodiment,
the computer device 200 may include a plurality of proc-
essors, such as the processor 201 and a processor 207
in FIG. 3. Each of the processors may be a single-core
(single-core CPU) processor, or may be a multi-core
(multi-core CPU) processor. The processor herein may
be one or more devices, a circuit, and/or a processing
core configured to process data (for example, a computer
program instruction).
[0043] In specific implementation, in an embodiment,
the computer device 200 may further include an output
device 205 and an input device 206. The output device
205 communicates with the processor 201, and may dis-
play information in a plurality of manners. For example,
the output device 205 may be a liquid crystal display (liq-
uid crystal display, LCD), a light emitting diode (light emit-
ting diode, LED) display device, a cathode ray tube (cath-
ode ray tube, CRT) display device, a projector (projector),
or the like. The input device 206 communicates with the
processor 201, and may receive input of a user in a plu-
rality of manners. For example, the input device 206 may
be a mouse, a keyboard, a touchscreen device, a sensing
device, or the like.
[0044] The computer device 200 may be a general-
purpose computer device or a dedicated computer de-
vice. In specific implementation, the computer device 200
may be a desktop computer, a portable computer, a net-
work server, a personal digital assistant (Personal Digital
Assistant, PDA), a mobile phone, a tablet computer, a
wireless terminal device, a communications device, an
embedded device, or a device having a structure similar
to that in FIG. 3. A type of the computer device 200 is
not limited in this embodiment of the present invention.
[0045] The signal processing device 101 in FIG. 2 may
be the device shown in FIG. 3. A memory of the signal

processing device 101 stores one or more software mod-
ules. The signal processing device 101 may implement
the software module by using a processor and program
code in the memory, so as to determine, when some or
all of the antenna array elements in the antenna array
are activated, a to-be-adjusted phase value correspond-
ing to each antenna array element.
[0046] As shown in FIG. 4, an embodiment of the
present invention provides a phase adjustment method
for an antenna array. The method may be applied to the
phase adjustment system for an antenna array shown in
FIG. 2. In FIG. 2, interaction between the signal process-
ing device 101 and the phase shifter 103 or an external
network element may be performed by using the method
in the method embodiment. The method includes the fol-
lowing steps.

301. A signal processing device divides the antenna
array into a first antenna subarray and a second an-
tenna subarray according to a first division rule in a
preset division rule set.

[0047] The preset division rule set includes at least M-
1 division rules, and a value of M is a quantity of antenna
array elements in the antenna array. The first division
rule mentioned in this step is any one of the M-1 division
rules.
[0048] When division is performed, any antenna array
element in the antenna array belongs to the first antenna
subarray or the second antenna subarray, and cannot
simultaneously exist in the two subarrays. In addition,
each of the first antenna subarray and the second anten-
na subarray includes at least one antenna array element.

302. The signal processing device obtains a phase
difference between a first aggregated signal corre-
sponding to the first antenna subarray and a second
aggregated signal corresponding to the second an-
tenna subarray.

[0049] Optionally, when the antenna array is config-
ured to transmit a signal, the first aggregated signal is a
signal obtained by superposing signals that are transmit-
ted by antenna array elements in the first antenna sub-
array and that are propagated through spatial channels,
and the second aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals that are transmitted by antenna
array elements in the second antenna subarray and that
are propagated through spatial channels. In actual ap-
plication, in a process of being propagated through spa-
tial channels, signals transmitted by any antenna array
that includes a plurality of antenna array elements are
spontaneously coherently combined. The first aggregat-
ed signal and the second aggregated signal mentioned
in this step are respectively a coherently combined signal
corresponding to the first antenna subarray and that cor-
responding to the second antenna subarray.
[0050] Optionally, when the antenna array is config-
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ured to receive a signal, the first aggregated signal is a
signal obtained by superposing signals received by an-
tenna array elements in the first antenna subarray, and
the second aggregated signal is a signal obtained by su-
perposing signals received by antenna array elements
in the second antenna subarray.
[0051] It should be noted that the first aggregated sig-
nal and the second aggregated signal may be simulta-
neously obtained, or may be separately obtained. How-
ever, in a same adjustment process, if the antenna array
is applied to a transmit end, a receive end selects a same
antenna array element or a same antenna array to obtain
the first aggregated signal and the second aggregated
signal. In other words, in an adjustment process, config-
uration of the receive end remains unchanged when the
first aggregated signal and the second aggregated signal
are obtained. Likewise, if the antenna array is applied to
a receive end, in a process of obtaining the first aggre-
gated signal and the second aggregated signal, a trans-
mit end selects a same antenna array element or a same
antenna array to transmit a signal. In other words, con-
figuration of the transmit end remains unchanged. For a
specific process of obtaining the first aggregated signal
and the second aggregated signal, refer to a detailed
description below.
[0052] It should be further noted that, when the anten-
na array is configured to transmit a signal, signals trans-
mitted by all antenna array elements in the first antenna
subarray are same signals (which are referred to as a
first transmitted signal for ease of description), and sig-
nals transmitted by all antenna array elements in the sec-
ond antenna subarray are same signals (which may be
referred to as a second transmitted signal for ease of
description). However, a transmitted signal of the first
antenna subarray and that of the second antenna sub-
array, that is, the first transmitted signal and the second
transmitted signal, may be the same or different.
[0053] Likewise, when the antenna array is configured
to receive a signal, signals received by all the antenna
array elements in the first antenna subarray are same
signals (which may be referred to as a first received signal
for ease of description), and signals received by all the
antenna array elements in the second antenna subarray
are same signals (which may be referred to as a second
received signal for ease of description). However, the
first received signal and the second received signal may
be the same or different.
[0054] In an implementation of this step, if the first ag-
gregated signal and the second aggregated signal are
separately obtained, after the first aggregated signal is
obtained, a phase of the first aggregated signal relative
to a reference time of a wireless communications system
may be obtained through estimation according to an al-
gorithm in the prior art, and be referred to as a phase of
the first aggregated signal. Likewise, after the second
aggregated signal is obtained, a phase of the second
aggregated signal relative to the reference time of the
same wireless communications system may be obtained

through estimation according to the algorithm in the prior
art, and be referred to as a phase of the second aggre-
gated signal. Then, the phase difference is obtained ac-
cording to the phase of the first aggregated signal and
the phase of the second aggregated signal.
[0055] In another implementation of this step, after the
first aggregated signal and the second aggregated signal
are simultaneously obtained, a difference between the
two signals is obtained according to the two signals, and
then the phase difference is obtained according to the
difference.

303. The signal processing device determines a to-
be-adjusted phase value of each antenna array el-
ement in the antenna array according to the phase
difference and a first weighting rule.

[0056] The first weighting rule is in a preset weighting
rule set. The preset weighting rule set includes at least
M-1 weighting rules. Each division rule is corresponding
to one weighting rule. Once a division rule is selected, a
weighting rule is correspondingly determined. Specifical-
ly, the weighting rule is used to determine specific anten-
na array elements on which phase adjustments need to
be performed and a relationship between the phase dif-
ference and a to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding
to an antenna array element on which an adjustment
needs to be performed, for example, the to-be-adjusted
phase value is n times as large as the phase difference.

304. The signal processing device sends the to-be-
adjusted phase value to a phase shifter correspond-
ing to each antenna array element.

[0057] After receiving the to-be-adjusted phase value
sent by the signal processing device, the phase shifter
performs some configuration operations according to the
to-be-adjusted phase value to adjust a phase value. For
the process, refer to the prior art.
[0058] According to the phase adjustment method pro-
vided in this embodiment of the present invention, an
entire antenna array is divided into two antenna subar-
rays according to a specific division rule, a phase differ-
ence between aggregated signals corresponding to the
two antenna subarrays is obtained, and then a to-be-
adjusted phase value for a phase shifter corresponding
to each antenna array element is determined according
to the obtained phase difference and a weighting rule
corresponding to the division rule, and is sent to the
phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array ele-
ment to implement a phase adjustment. In comparison
with the prior art, according to the phase adjustment
method provided in this embodiment of the present in-
vention, in a whole phase adjustment process, all anten-
na array elements in the antenna array can be in an active
state, and the antenna array can normally work, so that
working efficiency of the antenna array can be improved.
[0059] Then, when a prior-art phase adjustment meth-
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od in which adjustments are performed on antenna array
elements one by one is used, in a phase estimation proc-
ess, because only a single antenna array element is in
an active state, a signal-to-noise ratio of an estimation
link is low, and the following problem exists: A signal re-
ceived by the single antenna array element is relatively
weak, and accordingly phase estimation precision is rel-
atively low when the received signal is used to perform
phase estimation. In this application, some or all antenna
array elements in the antenna array are in an active state,
so that a relatively high coherent combination degree can
be ensured in a phase estimation process, and a signal-
to-noise ratio of an estimation link can be improved, so
as to improve phase estimation precision.
[0060] In addition, when the prior-art phase adjustment
method in which adjustments are performed on antenna
array elements one by one is used, time overheads of
completing a round of phase alignment are in direct pro-
portion to an antenna array size. In a case of a relatively
large array, time overheads of alignment are extremely
high. The method is unsuitable to dynamically correct a
phase deviation online. In this application, each time a
phase adjustment is performed, phase estimation needs
to be performed only on the two subarrays rather than
on all antenna array elements one by one, so that esti-
mation complexity is greatly reduced. This application is
suitable to correct a dynamic phase change in real time.
[0061] It should be noted that actions performed by the
signal processing device may be performed by the com-
puter device shown in FIG. 4 according to the software
program in the aforementioned memory.
[0062] To supplement or describe the method shown
in FIG. 4, in a specific implementation process of step
302, when the antenna array is configured to transmit a
signal, the first aggregated signal and the second aggre-
gated signal may be obtained in the following implemen-
tations. The first aggregated signal is used as an exam-
ple. In an implementation of obtaining the first aggregated
signal, a single antenna array element is disposed at the
receive end, the first antenna subarray is used as the
transmit end, signals are transmitted by using the first
antenna subarray, and the signals received by the single
antenna array element are obtained to obtain the first
aggregated signal. Settings of the receive end remain
unchanged, the second antenna array is used as the
transmit end, signals are transmitted by using the second
antenna subarray, and the signals received by the single
antenna array element at the receive end are also ob-
tained to obtain the second aggregated signal.
[0063] Evolved from the foregoing implementation, an-
other implementation of obtaining the first aggregated
signal is as follows: An antenna array including a plurality
of antenna array elements is disposed at the receive end,
the first antenna subarray is used as the transmit end,
signals are transmitted by using the first antenna subar-
ray, and the signals received by any antenna array ele-
ment at the receive end are obtained to obtain the first
aggregated signal. Settings of the receive end remain

unchanged, the second antenna subarray is used as the
transmit end, signals are transmitted by using the second
antenna subarray, and the signals received by the same
antenna array element at the receive end are also ob-
tained to obtain the second aggregated signal.
[0064] In still another implementation of obtaining the
first aggregated signal, an antenna array including a plu-
rality of antenna array elements is disposed at the receive
end, the first antenna subarray is used as the transmit
end, signals are transmitted by using the first antenna
subarray, and a signal obtained by combining, by a com-
biner, a plurality of signals received by the antenna array
at the receive end is obtained to obtain the first aggre-
gated signal. Settings of the receive end remain un-
changed, the second antenna subarray is used as the
transmit end, signals are transmitted by using the second
antenna subarray, and a signal obtained by combining,
by the combiner, a plurality of signals received by the
antenna array at the receive end is also obtained to obtain
the second aggregated signal.
[0065] It should be noted that, if the first aggregated
signal and the second aggregated signal are simultane-
ously obtained, antenna array elements in the first an-
tenna subarray and those in the second antenna subar-
ray are simultaneously activated. If the first aggregated
signal and the second aggregated signal are separately
obtained, only the first antenna subarray is activated
when the first aggregated signal is obtained, and only
the second antenna subarray is activated when the sec-
ond aggregated signal is obtained.
[0066] In conclusion, the receive end may have a plu-
rality of implementations provided that in a same phase
adjustment process, when the first aggregated signal and
the second aggregated signal are obtained, the settings
of the receive end remain unchanged, and selected an-
tenna array elements configured to receive signals are
the same.
[0067] Likewise, when the antenna array is configured
to receive a signal, the first aggregated signal and the
second aggregated signal may be obtained in the follow-
ing implementations. The first aggregated signal is used
as an example. In an implementation of obtaining the first
aggregated signal, a single antenna array element is dis-
posed at the transmit end, the first antenna subarray is
used as the receive end, a signal is transmitted by using
the single antenna array element at the transmit end, and
a signal obtained by combining a plurality of signals re-
ceived by the first antenna subarray is obtained to obtain
the first aggregated signal. Settings of the transmit end
remain unchanged, the second antenna subarray is used
as the receive end, a signal is transmitted by using the
single antenna array element at the transmit end, and a
signal obtained by combining a plurality of signals re-
ceived by the first antenna subarray is obtained to obtain
the second aggregated signal.
[0068] Evolved from the foregoing implementation, an-
other implementation of obtaining the first aggregated
signal is as follows: An antenna array including a plurality
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of antenna array elements is disposed at the transmit
end, the first antenna subarray is used as the receive
end, a signal is transmitted by using any antenna array
element in the antenna array at the transmit end, and a
signal obtained by combining, by a combiner, a plurality
of signals received by the first antenna subarray is ob-
tained to obtain the first aggregated signal. Settings of
the transmit end remain unchanged, the second antenna
subarray is used as the receive end, a signal is transmit-
ted by using the same antenna array element at the trans-
mit end, and a signal obtained by combining, by the com-
biner, a plurality of signals received by the second an-
tenna subarray is also obtained to obtain the second ag-
gregated signal.
[0069] In still another implementation of obtaining the
first aggregated signal, an antenna array including a plu-
rality of antenna array elements is disposed at the trans-
mit end, the first antenna subarray is used as the receive
end, signals are transmitted by using the antenna array
at the transmit end, and a signal obtained by combining,
by a combiner, a plurality of signals received by the first
antenna subarray is obtained to obtain the first aggregat-
ed signal. Settings of the transmit end remain un-
changed, the second antenna subarray is used as the
receive end, signals are transmitted by using the antenna
array at the transmit end, and a signal obtained by com-
bining, by the combiner, a plurality of signals received by
the second antenna subarray is also obtained to obtain
the second aggregated signal.
[0070] It should be noted that, if the first aggregated
signal and the second aggregated signal are simultane-
ously obtained, antenna array elements in the first an-
tenna subarray and those in the second antenna subar-
ray are simultaneously activated. If the first aggregated
signal and the second aggregated signal are separately
obtained, only the first antenna subarray is activated
when the first aggregated signal is obtained, and only
the second antenna subarray is activated when the sec-
ond aggregated signal is obtained.
[0071] In conclusion, the transmit end may have a plu-
rality of implementations provided that in a same phase
adjustment process, when the first aggregated signal and
the second aggregated signal are obtained, the settings
of the transmit end remain unchanged, and selected an-
tenna array elements configured to transmit signals are
the same.
[0072] In actual application, phase alignment may not
be implemented by performing only one phase adjust-
ment on the antenna array, and a next phase adjustment
may still need to be performed. Therefore, the following
provides two implementations of determining whether a
next phase adjustment needs to be performed.
[0073] To describe or supplement the method shown
in FIG. 4, in an implementation, after step 304 in which
the signal processing device sends the to-be-adjusted
phase value to a phase shifter corresponding to each
antenna array element, the method further includes: sep-
arately obtaining, by the signal processing device, signal

power corresponding to the antenna array before a phase
adjustment and signal power corresponding to the an-
tenna array after the phase adjustment; determining a
signal power difference according to the signal power
corresponding to the antenna array after the phase ad-
justment and the signal power corresponding to the an-
tenna array before the phase adjustment; and if the signal
power difference is greater than a preset threshold, going
back to step 301, and repeatedly performing step 301 to
step 304, so as to perform a next phase adjustment on
the antenna array element in the antenna array. In this
implementation, after one phase adjustment, a signal
power increased value corresponding to the antenna ar-
ray is obtained, that is, the difference between the signal
power corresponding to the antenna array after the phase
adjustment and the signal power corresponding to the
antenna array before the phase adjustment. If the in-
creased value is less than the preset threshold, it may
be considered that an effect brought by performing a
phase adjustment again is relatively small, and there is
no need to perform an adjustment again. Otherwise, it
may be considered that the next phase adjustment may
be performed to further increase the signal power corre-
sponding to the antenna array, to implement phase align-
ment.
[0074] In this implementation, when the antenna array
is configured to transmit a signal, the obtaining signal
power corresponding to the antenna array specifically
includes: activating all antenna array elements in the an-
tenna array before the phase adjustment; transmitting
signals by using the antenna array; and obtaining signal
power of an aggregated signal obtained by superposing
the signals that are transmitted by the antenna array and
that are propagated through spatial channels. After the
phase adjustment, the signal power corresponding to the
antenna array may be obtained in the same manner.
[0075] When the antenna array is configured to trans-
mit a signal, signal power of an aggregated signal ob-
tained by superposing signals received by all the antenna
array elements in the antenna array is obtained.
[0076] It should be noted that when the next phase
adjustment is performed on the antenna array element
in the antenna array, a selected division rule may be the
same as or different from the previous division rule. When
the two selected division rules are different, an effect on
the phase adjustment is more obvious.
[0077] In another implementation, after step 304 in
which the signal processing device sends the to-be-ad-
justed phase value to a phase shifter corresponding to
each antenna array element, the method further includes:
counting a quantity of adjustments to obtain a counting
result; and if the counting result does not reach a preset
threshold, going back to step 301, and repeatedly per-
forming step 301 to step 304, so as to perform a next
phase adjustment on the antenna array element in the
antenna array. In this implementation, a threshold that is
of the quantity of adjustments and that is used to deter-
mine whether phase alignment is implemented may be
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predetermined, and whether the next phase adjustment
needs to be performed is determined by determining
whether the quantity of adjustments reaches the preset
threshold of the quantity of adjustments.
[0078] To supplement or describe the method, the fol-
lowing provides a possible implementation of the preset
division rule set.
[0079] As shown in FIG. 5, before the dividing the an-
tenna array into a first antenna subarray and a second
antenna subarray according to a first division rule in a
preset division rule set, the method further includes the
following steps.

401. The signal processing device constructs a divi-
sion matrix Aij.

[0080] The division matrix includes at least M-1 rows
and M columns. A value of an element in each row of the
division matrix is a first value or a second value. There
is a preset correspondence between each antenna array
element and the element in each row of the division ma-
trix.

402. The signal processing device determines a di-
vision rule according to a value of an element in each
row of the division matrix, where each row is corre-
sponding to one division rule.

[0081] The division rule is that an antenna array ele-
ment corresponding to an element whose value is the
first value is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and
that an antenna array element corresponding to an ele-
ment whose value is the second value is grouped into
the second antenna subarray.
[0082] In a specific implementation of the preset divi-
sion rule set, the division matrix Aij is a full rank matrix
that includes M-1 rows and M columns and whose ele-
ment value is merely 0 or 1. Antenna array elements in
the antenna array are sequentially numbered. In this
case, the preset correspondence between the antenna
array element and the element in each row of the division
matrix is that a preset number m of each antenna array
element is corresponding to a column number j of the
division matrix Aij. The division rule is that an antenna
array element indicated by a number m corresponding
to a column number j of an element whose value is 0 in
each row is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and
that an antenna array element indicated by a number m
corresponding to a column number j of an element whose
value is 1 in each row is grouped into the second antenna
subarray.
[0083] Corresponding to the division rule, the following
provides a possible implementation of the weighting rule.
[0084] Before the dividing the antenna array into a first
antenna subarray and a second antenna subarray ac-
cording to a first division rule in a preset division rule set,
the method further includes the following steps.
[0085] Step 1: Determine a weighted difference matrix

B according to the division matrix Aij and a complemen-
tary matrix Aij∼ of the division matrix Aij.
[0086] In specific implementation of this step, the
weighted difference matrix B is determined according to
the division matrix A, the complementary matrix A∼ of
the division matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-T*A∼, where
S is an energy normalization weighted value of the divi-
sion matrix A, T is an energy normalization weighted val-
ue of the complementary matrix A∼, and the weighted
difference matrix B is a matrix with M-1 rows and M col-
umns.
[0087] Step 2: Determine a weighted matrix Gji accord-
ing to the weighted difference matrix B.
[0088] In specific implementation of this step, a first
column of the weighted difference matrix B is deleted to
obtain a residual weighted difference matrix BR. The

weighted matrix Gji is determined according to an inverse

matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted difference matrix BR,

a preset vector V, and a formula  The

preset vector V is a transversal vector that includes M-1
elements and that is orthogonal to each column vector
of the residual weighted difference matrix BR. The weight-

ed matrix Gji is a matrix that includes M rows and M-1

columns. A weighting rule is determined according to a
value of an element in each column of the weighted matrix
Gji and a number of the antenna array element. The

weighting rule is that a product of the phase difference
ΔPA and a value of each element in each column of the

matrix Gji is used as a to-be-adjusted phase value of an

antenna array element indicated by a number m corre-
sponding to a row number j of the element. A division
rule corresponding to a jth row of the division matrix is
corresponding to a weighting rule corresponding to a jth

column of the weighted matrix G, and a value of j is a
positive integer from 1 to M-1.
[0089] It should be noted that phases of M antenna
array elements are mapped into M-1 pairs of aggregated
phases by using the division matrix A. M-1 aggregated-
phase differences are converted into phase differences
between the M antenna array elements by using the
weighted matrix G corresponding to the division matrix
A. When the antenna array is divided according to a di-
vision rule corresponding to a first row of the division
matrix, correspondingly, a selected weighting rule is a
weighting rule corresponding to a first column of the
weighted matrix.
[0090] For example, the antenna array includes four
antenna array elements, and a Hadamard matrix whose
first row is deleted may be selected as the division matrix
Aij, as shown in the following formula (1): 
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[0091] In this case, elements in a first row of the division
matrix are 1,0, 1, and 0, and the antenna array elements
are sequentially numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4. A division rule
corresponding to the row is that the antenna array ele-
ment 1 and the antenna array element 3 belong to an
antenna subarray, and that the antenna array element 2
and the antenna array element 4 belong to another an-
tenna subarray.
[0092] Likewise, elements in a second row of the divi-
sion matrix are 1, 1, 0, and 0. A division rule correspond-
ing to the row is that the antenna array element 1 and
the antenna array element 2 belong to an antenna sub-
array, and that the antenna array element 3 and the an-
tenna array element 4 belong to another antenna subar-
ray.
[0093] The weighted matrix Gji corresponding to the
division matrix Aij is the following formula (2):

[0094] In this case, elements in a first column of the
weighted matrix are 0, -1, 0, and -1. A weighting rule
corresponding to the column is that, each of a to-be-ad-
justed phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element 1 and that corresponding to the antenna array
element 3 is a product of a weighted value 0 and the
phase difference, that is, 0; and each of a to-be-adjusted
phase value corresponding to the antenna array element
2 and that corresponding to the antenna array element
4 is a product of a weighted value -1 and the phase dif-
ference (which is referred to as ΔP for ease of descrip-
tion), that is, -ΔP.
[0095] Likewise, elements in a second column of the
weighted matrix are 0, 0, -1, and -1. A weighting rule
corresponding to the column is that, each of a to-be-ad-
justed phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element 1 and that corresponding to the antenna array
element 2 is a weighted value 0, and each of a to-be-
adjusted phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element 3 and that corresponding to the antenna array
element 4 is -ΔP.
[0096] When the antenna array is divided according to
the division rule corresponding to the first row of the di-
vision matrix, and when a weighting rule is selected,
weighting processing is performed according to the

weighting rule corresponding to the first column of the
weighted matrix.
[0097] As shown in FIG. 6, an embodiment of the
present invention further provides a schematic structural
diagram of a phase adjustment apparatus that is applied
to a signal processing device. The signal processing de-
vice includes a processing unit 501 and a sending unit
502.
[0098] The processing unit 501 is configured to: divide
the antenna array into a first antenna subarray and a
second antenna subarray according to a first division rule
in a preset division rule set, where the preset division rule
set includes at least M-1 division rules, a value of M is a
quantity of antenna array elements in the antenna array,
and an antenna array element in the antenna array be-
longs to the first antenna subarray or the second antenna
subarray; obtain a phase difference between a first ag-
gregated signal corresponding to the first antenna sub-
array and a second aggregated signal corresponding to
the second antenna subarray; and determine a to-be-
adjusted phase value of each antenna array element in
the antenna array according to the phase difference and
a first weighting rule, where the first weighting rule is a
weighting rule that is corresponding to the first division
rule and that is in a preset weighting rule set.
[0099] The sending unit 502 is configured to send, to
a phase shifter corresponding to each antenna array el-
ement, the to-be-adjusted phase value corresponding to
the antenna array element.
[0100] The first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals that are transmitted by antenna
array elements in the first antenna subarray and that are
propagated through spatial channels, and the second ag-
gregated signal is a signal obtained by superposing sig-
nals that are transmitted by antenna array elements in
the second antenna subarray and that are propagated
through spatial channels.
[0101] Alternatively, the first aggregated signal is a sig-
nal obtained by superposing signals received by antenna
array elements in the first antenna subarray, and the sec-
ond aggregated signal is a signal obtained by superpos-
ing signals received by antenna array elements in the
second antenna subarray.
[0102] The processing unit 501 is further configured
to: separately obtain signal power corresponding to the
antenna array before a phase adjustment and signal
power corresponding to the antenna array after the phase
adjustment; determine a signal power difference accord-
ing to the signal power corresponding to the antenna ar-
ray after the phase adjustment and the signal power cor-
responding to the antenna array before the phase ad-
justment; and when the signal power difference is greater
than a preset threshold, perform the step of dividing the
antenna array into a first antenna subarray and a second
antenna subarray according to a first division rule in a
preset division rule set and subsequent steps, so as to
perform a next phase adjustment on the antenna array
element in the antenna array.
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[0103] The processing unit 501 is further configured
to: count a quantity of adjustments to obtain a counting
result; and if the counting result does not reach a preset
threshold, perform the step of dividing the antenna array
into a first antenna subarray and a second antenna sub-
array according to a first division rule in a preset division
rule set and subsequent steps, so as to perform a next
phase adjustment on the antenna array element in the
antenna array.
[0104] The processing unit 501 is further configured
to: construct a division matrix Aij, where the division ma-
trix includes at least M-1 rows and M columns, a value
of an element in each row of the division matrix is a first
value or a second value, and there is a preset corre-
spondence between each antenna array element and
the element in each row of the division matrix; and
determine a division rule according to the value of the
element in each row of the division matrix, where each
row is corresponding to one division rule, and the division
rule is that an antenna array element corresponding to
an element whose value is the first value is grouped into
the first antenna subarray, and that an antenna array
element corresponding to an element whose value is the
second value is grouped into the second antenna sub-
array.
[0105] Further, the division matrix Aij constructed by
the processing unit 501 is a full rank matrix that includes
M-1 rows and M columns and whose element value is
merely 0 or 1. The preset correspondence is that a preset
number m of each antenna array element is correspond-
ing to a column number j of the division matrix Aij. The
division rule is that an antenna array element indicated
by a number m corresponding to a column number j of
an element whose value is 0 in each row is grouped into
the first antenna subarray, and that an antenna array
element indicated by a number m corresponding to a
column number j of an element whose value is 1 in each
row is grouped into the second antenna subarray.
[0106] The processing unit 501 is further configured
to: determine a weighted difference matrix B according
to the division matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼
of the division matrix Aij; and determine a weighted matrix
Gji according to the weighted difference matrix B.
[0107] Further, the processing unit 501 is specifically
configured to: determine the weighted difference matrix
B according to the division matrix A, the complementary
matrix A∼ of the division matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-
T*A∼, where S is an energy normalization weighted value
of the division matrix A, T is an energy normalization
weighted value of the complementary matrix A∼, and the
weighted difference matrix B is a matrix with M-1 rows
and M columns;
delete a first column of the weighted difference matrix B
to obtain a residual weighted difference matrix BR;

determine the weighted matrix Gji according to an inverse

matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted difference matrix BR,

a preset vector V, and a formula 

where the preset vector V is a transversal vector that
includes M-1 elements and that is orthogonal to each
column vector of the residual weighted difference matrix
BR, and the weighted matrix Gji is a matrix that includes

M rows and M-1 columns; and
determine a weighting rule according to a value of an
element in each column of the weighted matrix Gji and a

number of the antenna array element, where the weight-
ing rule is that a product of the phase difference ΔPA and

a value of each element in each column of the matrix Gji

is used as a to-be-adjusted phase value of an antenna
array element indicated by a number m corresponding
to a row number j of the element.
[0108] A division rule corresponding to a jth row of the
division matrix is corresponding to a weighting rule cor-
responding to a jth column of the weighted matrix G, and
a value of j is a positive integer from 1 to M-1.
[0109] Further, the processing unit 501 is specifically
configured to: activate all antenna array elements in the
antenna array; transmit signals by using the antenna ar-
ray; and obtain signal power of an aggregated signal ob-
tained by superposing the signals that are transmitted by
the antenna array and that are propagated through spa-
tial channels; or obtain signal power of an aggregated
signal obtained by superposing signals received by all
the antenna array elements in the antenna array.
[0110] In the embodiments, the signal processing de-
vice 101 is presented in a form of a functional unit. The
"unit" herein may be an application-specific integrated
circuit (application-specific integrated circuit, ASIC), a
circuit, a processor and a memory that execute one or
more software or firmware programs, an integrated logic
circuit, and/or another device that can provide the fore-
going functions. In a simple embodiment, persons skilled
in the art may figure out that the signal processing device
101 may be in a form shown in FIG. 3. The processing
unit 501 and the sending unit 502 may be implemented
by using the processor and the memory in FIG. 4.
[0111] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a computer storage medium, configured to store
a computer software instruction used by the signal
processing device shown in FIG. 6, and the computer
software instruction includes a program designed to per-
form the method embodiment. When some or all antenna
array elements in an antenna array are activated, a phase
of the antenna array can be adjusted by executing the
stored program.
[0112] Although the present invention is described with
reference to the embodiments, in a process of imple-
menting the present invention that claims protection, per-
sons skilled in the art may understand and implement
another variation of the disclosed embodiments by view-
ing the accompanying drawings, disclosed content, and
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the accompanying claims. In the claims, "comprising"
(comprising) does not exclude another component or an-
other step, and "a" or "one" does not exclude a case of
plurality. A single processor or another unit may imple-
ment several functions enumerated in the claims. Some
measures are recorded in dependent claims that are dif-
ferent from each other, but this does not mean that these
measures cannot be combined to produce a better effect.
[0113] Persons skilled in the art should understand that
the embodiments of the present invention may be pro-
vided as a method, an apparatus (device), or a computer
program product. Therefore, the present invention may
use a form of hardware only embodiments, software only
embodiments, or embodiments with a combination of
software and hardware. Moreover, the present invention
may use a form of a computer program product that is
implemented on one or more computer-usable storage
media (including but not limited to a disk memory, a CD-
ROM, an optical memory, and the like) that include com-
puter-usable program code. The computer program is
stored/distributed in a proper medium and is provided as
or used as a part of the hardware together with another
hardware, or may also use another distribution form, such
as by using the Internet or another wired or wireless tel-
ecommunications system.
[0114] The present invention is described with refer-
ence to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the meth-
od, the apparatus (device), and the computer program
product according to the embodiments of the present in-
vention. It should be understood that computer program
instructions may be used to implement each process
and/or each block in the flowcharts and/or the block di-
agrams and a combination of a process and/or a block
in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams. These com-
puter program instructions may be provided for a general-
purpose computer, a dedicated computer, an embedded
processor, or a processor of any other programmable
data processing device to generate a machine, so that
the instructions executed by a computer or a processor
of any other programmable data processing device gen-
erate an apparatus for implementing a specific function
in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one
or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0115] These computer program instructions may also
be stored in a computer readable memory that can in-
struct the computer or any other programmable data
processing device to work in a specific manner, so that
the instructions stored in the computer readable memory
generate an artifact that includes an instruction appara-
tus. The instruction apparatus implements a specific
function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or
in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0116] These computer program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer or another programmable da-
ta processing device, so that a series of operations and
steps are performed on the computer or the another pro-
grammable device, thereby generating computer-imple-
mented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed

on the computer or the another programmable device
provide steps for implementing a specific function in one
or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more
blocks in the block diagrams.
[0117] Although the present invention is described with
reference to specific features and the embodiments
thereof, obviously, various modifications and combina-
tions may be made to them without departing from the
spirit and scope of the present invention. Correspond-
ingly, this specification and the accompanying drawings
are merely example descriptions of the present invention
defined by the accompanying claims, and are considered
as any of or all modifications, variations, combinations
or equivalents that cover the scope of the present inven-
tion.
[0118] Based on the foregoing descriptions of the im-
plementations, persons skilled in the art may clearly un-
derstand that the present invention may be implemented
by software in addition to necessary universal hardware
or by hardware only. In most circumstances, the former
is a preferred implementation. Based on such an under-
standing, the technical solutions of the present invention
essentially or the part contributing to the prior art may be
implemented in a form of a software product. The com-
puter software product is stored in a readable storage
medium, such as a floppy disk, a hard disk or an optical
disc of a computer, and includes several instructions for
instructing a computer device (which may be a personal
computer, a server, a network device, or the like) to per-
form the methods described in the embodiments of the
present invention.
[0119] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific
implementations of the present invention, but are not in-
tended to limit the protection scope of the present inven-
tion. Any variation or replacement readily figured out by
persons skilled in the art within the technical scope dis-
closed in the present invention shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A phase adjustment method for an antenna array,
comprising:

dividing the antenna array into a first antenna
subarray and a second antenna subarray ac-
cording to a first division rule in a preset division
rule set, wherein the preset division rule set com-
prises at least M-1 division rules, a value of M
is a quantity of antenna array elements in the
antenna array, and an antenna array element in
the antenna array belongs to the first antenna
subarray or the second antenna subarray;
obtaining a phase difference between a first ag-
gregated signal corresponding to the first anten-
na subarray and a second aggregated signal
corresponding to the second antenna subarray;
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determining a to-be-adjusted phase value of
each antenna array element in the antenna array
according to the phase difference and a first
weighting rule, wherein the first weighting rule
is a weighting rule that is corresponding to the
first division rule and that is in a preset weighting
rule set; and
sending, to a phase shifter corresponding to
each antenna array element, the to-be-adjusted
phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element, wherein
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals that are transmitted by
antenna array elements in the first antenna sub-
array and that are propagated through spatial
channels, and the second aggregated signal is
a signal obtained by superposing signals that
are transmitted by antenna array elements in
the second antenna subarray and that are prop-
agated through spatial channels; or
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals received by antenna ar-
ray elements in the first antenna subarray, and
the second aggregated signal is a signal ob-
tained by superposing signals received by an-
tenna array elements in the second antenna
subarray.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the
sending, to a phase shifter corresponding to each
antenna array element, the to-be-adjusted phase
value corresponding to the antenna array element,
the method further comprises:

separately obtaining signal power correspond-
ing to the antenna array before a phase adjust-
ment and signal power corresponding to the an-
tenna array after the phase adjustment;
determining a signal power difference according
to the signal power corresponding to the anten-
na array after the phase adjustment and the sig-
nal power corresponding to the antenna array
before the phase adjustment; and
if the signal power difference is greater than a
preset threshold, performing the step of dividing
the antenna array into a first antenna subarray
and a second antenna subarray according to a
first division rule in a preset division rule set and
subsequent steps, so as to perform a next phase
adjustment on the antenna array element in the
antenna array.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the
sending, to a phase shifter corresponding to each
antenna array element, the to-be-adjusted phase
value corresponding to the antenna array element,
the method further comprises:

counting a quantity of adjustments to obtain a
counting result; and
if the counting result does not reach a preset
threshold, performing the step of dividing the an-
tenna array into a first antenna subarray and a
second antenna subarray according to a first di-
vision rule in a preset division rule set and sub-
sequent steps, so as to perform a next phase
adjustment on the antenna array element in the
antenna array.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein before the dividing the antenna array into a
first antenna subarray and a second antenna subar-
ray according to a first division rule in a preset divi-
sion rule set, the method further comprises:

constructing a division matrix Aij, wherein the
division matrix comprises at least M-1 rows and
M columns, a value of an element in each row
of the division matrix is a first value or a second
value, and there is a preset correspondence be-
tween each antenna array element and the el-
ement in each row of the division matrix; and
determining a division rule according to the val-
ue of the element in each row of the division
matrix, wherein each row is corresponding to
one division rule, and the division rule is that an
antenna array element corresponding to an el-
ement whose value is the first value is grouped
into the first antenna subarray, and that an an-
tenna array element corresponding to an ele-
ment whose value is the second value is
grouped into the second antenna subarray.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein
the division matrix Aij is a full rank matrix that com-
prises M-1 rows and M columns and whose element
value is merely 0 or 1, the preset correspondence is
that a preset number m of each antenna array ele-
ment is corresponding to a column number j of the
division matrix Aij, and the division rule is that an
antenna array element indicated by a number m cor-
responding to a column number j of an element
whose value is 0 in each row is grouped into the first
antenna subarray, and that an antenna array ele-
ment indicated by a number m corresponding to a
column number j of an element whose value is 1 in
each row is grouped into the second antenna sub-
array.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein before the
dividing the antenna array into a first antenna sub-
array and a second antenna subarray according to
a first division rule in a preset division rule set, the
method further comprises:

determining a weighted difference matrix B ac-
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cording to the division matrix Aij and a comple-
mentary matrix Aij∼ of the division matrix Aij; and
determining a weighted matrix Gji according to
the weighted difference matrix B.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein
the determining a weighted difference matrix B ac-
cording to the division matrix Aij and a complemen-
tary matrix Aij∼ of the division matrix Aij specifically
comprises:

determining the weighted difference matrix B ac-
cording to the division matrix A, the complemen-
tary matrix A∼ of the division matrix A, and a
formula B=S*A-T*A∼, wherein S is an energy
normalization weighted value of the division ma-
trix A, T is an energy normalization weighted val-
ue of the complementary matrix A∼, and the
weighted difference matrix B is a matrix with M-
1 rows and M columns; and
the determining a weighted matrix Gji according
to the weighted difference matrix B specifically
comprises:

deleting a first column of the weighted dif-
ference matrix B to obtain a residual weight-
ed difference matrix BR;
determining the weighted matrix Gji accord-

ing to an inverse matrix BR∼ of the residual

weighted difference matrix BR, a preset vec-

tor V, and a formula 

wherein the preset vector V is a transversal
vector that comprises M-1 elements and
that is orthogonal to each column vector of
the residual weighted difference matrix BR,

and the weighted matrix Gji is a matrix that

comprises M rows and M-1 columns; and
determining a weighting rule according to a
value of an element in each column of the
weighted matrix Gji and a number of the an-
tenna array element, wherein the weighting
rule is that a product of the phase difference
ΔPA and a value of each element in each
column of the matrix Gji is used as a to-be-
adjusted phase value of an antenna array
element indicated by a number m corre-
sponding to a row number j of the element,
wherein
a division rule corresponding to a jth row of
the division matrix is corresponding to a
weighting rule corresponding to a jth column
of the weighted matrix G, and a value of j is
a positive integer from 1 to M-1.

8. A phase adjustment apparatus for an antenna array,
comprising:

a processing unit, configured to: divide the an-
tenna array into a first antenna subarray and a
second antenna subarray according to a first di-
vision rule in a preset division rule set, wherein
the preset division rule set comprises at least
M-1 division rules, a value of M is a quantity of
antenna array elements in the antenna array,
and an antenna array element in the antenna
array belongs to the first antenna subarray or
the second antenna subarray;
obtain a phase difference between a first aggre-
gated signal corresponding to the first antenna
subarray and a second aggregated signal cor-
responding to the second antenna subarray;
and
determine a to-be-adjusted phase value of each
antenna array element in the antenna array ac-
cording to the phase difference and a first
weighting rule, wherein the first weighting rule
is a weighting rule that is corresponding to the
first division rule and that is in a preset weighting
rule set; and
a sending unit, configured to send, to a phase
shifter corresponding to each antenna array el-
ement, the to-be-adjusted phase value corre-
sponding to the antenna array element, wherein
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals that are transmitted by
antenna array elements in the first antenna sub-
array and that are propagated through spatial
channels, and the second aggregated signal is
a signal obtained by superposing signals that
are transmitted by antenna array elements in
the second antenna subarray and that are prop-
agated through spatial channels; or
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals received by antenna ar-
ray elements in the first antenna subarray, and
the second aggregated signal is a signal ob-
tained by superposing signals received by an-
tenna array elements in the second antenna
subarray.

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to: separate-
ly obtain signal power corresponding to the antenna
array before a phase adjustment and signal power
corresponding to the antenna array after the phase
adjustment;
determine a signal power difference according to the
signal power corresponding to the antenna array af-
ter the phase adjustment and the signal power cor-
responding to the antenna array before the phase
adjustment; and
when the signal power difference is greater than a
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preset threshold, perform the step of dividing the an-
tenna array into a first antenna subarray and a sec-
ond antenna subarray according to a first division
rule in a preset division rule set and subsequent
steps, so as to perform a next phase adjustment on
the antenna array element in the antenna array.

10. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to: count a
quantity of adjustments to obtain a counting result;
and
if the counting result does not reach a preset thresh-
old, perform the step of dividing the antenna array
into a first antenna subarray and a second antenna
subarray according to a first division rule in a preset
division rule set and subsequent steps, so as to per-
form a next phase adjustment on the antenna array
element in the antenna array.

11. The apparatus according to any one of claims 8 to
10, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to: construct
a division matrix Aij, wherein the division matrix com-
prises at least M-1 rows and M columns, a value of
an element in each row of the division matrix is a first
value or a second value, and there is a preset cor-
respondence between each antenna array element
and the element in each row of the division matrix;
and
determine a division rule according to the value of
the element in each row of the division matrix, where-
in each row is corresponding to one division rule,
and the division rule is that an antenna array element
corresponding to an element whose value is the first
value is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and
that an antenna array element corresponding to an
element whose value is the second value is grouped
into the second antenna subarray.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein
the division matrix Aij constructed by the processing
unit is a full rank matrix that comprises M-1 rows and
M columns and whose element value is merely 0 or
1, the preset correspondence is that a preset number
m of each antenna array element is corresponding
to a column number j of the division matrix Aij, and
the division rule is that an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a column
number j of an element whose value is 0 in each row
is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and that
an antenna array element indicated by a number m
corresponding to a column number j of an element
whose value is 1 in each row is grouped into the
second antenna subarray.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein
the processing unit is further configured to: deter-
mine a weighted difference matrix B according to the

division matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼
of the division matrix Aij; and
determine a weighted matrix Gji according to the
weighted difference matrix B.

14. The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein
the processing unit is specifically configured to: de-
termine the weighted difference matrix B according
to the division matrix A, the complementary matrix
A∼ of the division matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-
T*A∼, wherein S is an energy normalization weighted
value of the division matrix A, T is an energy normal-
ization weighted value of the complementary matrix
A∼, and the weighted difference matrix B is a matrix
with M-1 rows and M columns;
delete a first column of the weighted difference ma-
trix B to obtain a residual weighted difference matrix
BR;

determine the weighted matrix Gji according to an

inverse matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted differ-

ence matrix BR, a preset vector V, and a formula

 wherein the preset vector V is a

transversal vector that comprises M-1 elements and
that is orthogonal to each column vector of the re-
sidual weighted difference matrix BR, and the weight-

ed matrix Gji is a matrix that comprises M rows and

M-1 columns; and
determine a weighting rule according to a value of
an element in each column of the weighted matrix
Gji and a number of the antenna array element,

wherein the weighting rule is that a product of the
phase difference ΔPA and a value of each element

in each column of the matrix Gji is used as a to-be-

adjusted phase value of an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a row
number j of the element, wherein
a division rule corresponding to a jth row of the divi-
sion matrix is corresponding to a weighting rule cor-
responding to a jth column of the weighted matrix G,
and a value of j is a positive integer from 1 to M-1.

15. A phase adjustment apparatus for an antenna array,
comprising:

a processor, configured to: divide the antenna
array into a first antenna subarray and a second
antenna subarray according to a first division
rule in a preset division rule set, wherein the pre-
set division rule set comprises at least M-1 divi-
sion rules, a value of M is a quantity of antenna
array elements in the antenna array, and an an-
tenna array element in the antenna array be-
longs to the first antenna subarray or the second
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antenna subarray;
obtain a phase difference between a first aggre-
gated signal corresponding to the first antenna
subarray and a second aggregated signal cor-
responding to the second antenna subarray;
determine a to-be-adjusted phase value of each
antenna array element in the antenna array ac-
cording to the phase difference and a first
weighting rule, wherein the first weighting rule
is a weighting rule that is corresponding to the
first division rule and that is in a preset weighting
rule set; and
send, to a phase shifter corresponding to each
antenna array element, the to-be-adjusted
phase value corresponding to the antenna array
element, wherein
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals that are transmitted by
antenna array elements in the first antenna sub-
array and that are propagated through spatial
channels, and the second aggregated signal is
a signal obtained by superposing signals that
are transmitted by antenna array elements in
the second antenna subarray and that are prop-
agated through spatial channels; or
the first aggregated signal is a signal obtained
by superposing signals received by antenna ar-
ray elements in the first antenna subarray, and
the second aggregated signal is a signal ob-
tained by superposing signals received by an-
tenna array elements in the second antenna
subarray.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein
the processor is further configured to: separately ob-
tain signal power corresponding to the antenna array
before a phase adjustment and signal power corre-
sponding to the antenna array after the phase ad-
justment;
determine a signal power difference according to the
signal power corresponding to the antenna array af-
ter the phase adjustment and the signal power cor-
responding to the antenna array before the phase
adjustment; and
if the signal power difference is greater than a preset
threshold, perform the step of dividing the antenna
array into a first antenna subarray and a second an-
tenna subarray according to a first division rule in a
preset division rule set and subsequent steps, so as
to perform a next phase adjustment on the antenna
array element in the antenna array.

17. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein
the processor is further configured to: count a quan-
tity of adjustments to obtain a counting result; and
if the counting result does not reach a preset thresh-
old, perform the step of dividing the antenna array
into a first antenna subarray and a second antenna

subarray according to a first division rule in a preset
division rule set and subsequent steps, so as to per-
form a next phase adjustment on the antenna array
element in the antenna array.

18. The apparatus according to any one of claims 15 to
17, wherein
the processor is further configured to: construct a
division matrix Aij, wherein the division matrix com-
prises at least M-1 rows and M columns, a value of
an element in each row of the division matrix is a first
value or a second value, and there is a preset cor-
respondence between each antenna array element
and the element in each row of the division matrix;
and
determine a division rule according to the value of
the element in each row of the division matrix, where-
in each row is corresponding to one division rule,
and the division rule is that an antenna array element
corresponding to an element whose value is the first
value is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and
that an antenna array element corresponding to an
element whose value is the second value is grouped
into the second antenna subarray.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein
the division matrix Aij constructed by the processor
is a full rank matrix that comprises M-1 rows and M
columns and whose element value is merely 0 or 1,
the preset correspondence is that a preset number
m of each antenna array element is corresponding
to a column number j of the division matrix Aij, and
the division rule is that an antenna array element
indicated by a number m corresponding to a column
number j of an element whose value is 0 in each row
is grouped into the first antenna subarray, and that
an antenna array element indicated by a number m
corresponding to a column number j of an element
whose value is 1 in each row is grouped into the
second antenna subarray.

20. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein
the processor is further configured to: determine a
weighted difference matrix B according to the divi-
sion matrix Aij and a complementary matrix Aij∼ of
the division matrix Aij; and
determine a weighted matrix Gji according to the
weighted difference matrix B.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein
the processor is specifically configured to: determine
the weighted difference matrix B according to the
division matrix A, the complementary matrix A∼ of
the division matrix A, and a formula B=S*A-T*A∼,
wherein S is an energy normalization weighted value
of the division matrix A, T is an energy normalization
weighted value of the complementary matrix A∼, and
the weighted difference matrix B is a matrix with M-
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1 rows and M columns; and
the determining a weighted matrix Gji according to
the weighted difference matrix B specifically com-
prises:

deleting a first column of the weighted difference
matrix B to obtain a residual weighted difference
matrix BR;
determining the weighted matrix Gji according

to an inverse matrix BR∼ of the residual weighted

difference matrix BR, a preset vector V, and a

formula  wherein the preset

vector V is a transversal vector that comprises
M-1 elements and that is orthogonal to each col-
umn vector of the residual weighted difference
matrix BR, and the weighted matrix Gji is a matrix

that comprises M rows and M-1 columns; and
determining a weighting rule according to a val-
ue of an element in each column of the weighted
matrix Gji and a number of the antenna array
element, wherein the weighting rule is that a
product of the phase difference ΔPA and a value
of each element in each column of the matrix Gji
is used as a to-be-adjusted phase value of an
antenna array element indicated by a number
m corresponding to a row number j of the ele-
ment, wherein
a division rule corresponding to a jth row of the
division matrix is corresponding to a weighting
rule corresponding to a jth column of the weight-
ed matrix G, and a value of j is a positive integer
from 1 to M-1.
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